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gross vreight of airplane, (kg).

P I impnct load, (kg).

m_

7

unloading, (kg).

specific weight, (kg/m 3).

Mh st, moment about the transverse axis through the point
of the step, (mkg).

v, s:_ecd, (m/s).

Vma x, speed s.t maximum resists_nce,

Vst _ _ get-away speed (m/s).

= W, Dleming number.

C a

.,4.

3

load coefficient.

moment coefficient,

r
V

g bst

Froude number.

5 scale of model.

= trim, angle with the horizontal of the tangent to

the keel at the step.

trim of minimum resistance. (Best trim.)

angle of wing chord to the tangent to the keel

at the step.

included angle of dead rise (dihedral angle),
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I. THE FORI_SOF DOMESTICAND FOREIGI_FLOAT SYSTEm'S

A survey of the types of seaplane developed here and
abroad within the last years, discio_es the views of the
designers as regards suitable designs and dimensions of
flo_t system_ are still greatly at variance.

Figure I shows that the beam at the step bst versus
gross weight G for flying boats and against G/2 for
twin-float seaplanes in logarithmic scale. The load coef-

ficients Cat _ G 3' are used as the parameters and,
? bst

according to Newtonts general law of similitude, are con-
stant for similarly loaded float syctems. Establishing
with ca ' = 2.92 constant a lower, and with Car = 0.364
constant au upper, limit on the cluster of points, the
respective limiting beams of float systems that have been

built ere bst = 0 7 /_h i/3 )• . \_/ and I,_ _G i/3\V , and for

equnl load, are in the ratio of 1:2.

Figure 2 shows, to the same scale, midship sections
and sheer plans for a selection of well-known types which,

by applying this law of similarity, have been reduced to

the common gross weight of 1 ton for both hulls and float.
It illustrates how differently beam, length-beam ratio,

length of forebody, total length, or position of step and

cress s<_ction were selected by the various designers, and

it is not to be assumed that these designs are of equal

value. The differences in form are in part conditioned by

differeut requirements of the float system. So if any

standardization of the form of the float system is to be

attempted, the requirements must first be defined.

II. REQUIREMENTS OF A FLOAT SYSTEM

a) The water resistance must be small and the angle

of attack of the planing bottom to be reached

by pulling up must at the instant of get-away,

be great enough to be able to bring the angle

of attack of the wing into the range of Camax.
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The greater tile excess thrust and the lower the
get-away speed, the smaller the take-off time
and takc-off run.

b) The spray formed should be small.

c) The impact forces excited during take-off and

landing should bc shall. They increase with

the seaway, for which reason the strength spec-

ifications are grouped according to stresses in
order to be able to modify the requirements re-

garding seaworthiness.

d)

o)

During take-off the airplane must have no tendency
to oscillate about the transverse axis which

may become the cause of delay of take-off and

of porpoislng at higher speed.

Riding at anchor, the airplane should be weatherly,

so that bow will head into the wind; it further
should be s_able about all horizontal axes in a

side wind, whose velocity is in proportion to

the required seaworthiness. In twin-float sea-

planes the minimum stability occurs when down

by the stern, and therefore _ is determined by

the foru of the float. In flying boats and sea-

planes _ith a central float, it occurs under

transverse inclination, in which case the size
and distance of the side floats are decisive,

While maneuvering the airplane must respond quick_

ly to air and water ruddcrs.

g) The air resistance mus_ be small.

The effect of the form parameters on points a) to c)

will be _iscussed after the take-off process has been de-

scribed. Data for a qualitative opinion regarding point

d) are altogether lacking at the present time. The char-

acteristics cited under points e) and f) are largely de-

pendent on the airplane design as a whole and therefore
will not be discussed further in the present paper.
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III. TAKE-0FF WITH SPECIAL REFERENCETO

THE EFFECT OF THE AFTERBODY

Figure 3 shows a take-off diagram with the usual
curves of the forces and t_ims. It may be divided into
four speed stages, in which the flow forms differ markedly
and consequently, the effect of the afterbody on the take-
off is markedly different.

_E__i_g_: At the beginning of the take-off there
is no difference hydrodynamically, between planing and
displacement craft, since flow is taking place over the
limiting edges of the planing bottom at the sides and on
the step an_ the sides themselves are wetted. The form of
the hull, in itself unfavorable, produces a relatively
high resistance, whose effect on the get-away, however,
remains small as this Stage is quickly passed through, be-
cause of the great excess of thrust At around ½ Vmax
(the speed of maximum resistance) the relative speed of
t_he waSer at the step is already so groat that break-away
takez place. But the trough or wake formed aft of the
step is as yet short and the major part of th_ afterbody
is still in contact with the water, Considering the water
forces on the forebody and afterbody separately (fig. 4),
the afterbody carries almost half the load. Because of
the negmtivc angle of the afterbody keel, the resultant
normal force acting on the afterbody surfaces has a hori-
zontal component opposite to the resistance of the fore-
body and lowers the total resistance. The resultant of
the total w_ter forces has moved forward but little from
its position at rest, so that the trim of the float re-
mains small.

Se__q___t_g2: As the impact pressure increases, the
length of the furrow aft of the step increases and the
contact between the bottom of the afterbody and the water
travels correspondingly further aft. The process of get-
ting on step is characterized by a sudden emerslon of the
float occurring within a narrow speed range and accompa-
nied by marked increase in trim.

The maximum resistance of the float lies a little
higher - usually between 0,3 and 0.4 vstar t. 0nly the af-
ter part of the afterbody is then in contact with the wa_
tot; the sides are completely free. The afterbody, with
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its share of the lift, tends to decrease the resistance,
oven at the hump, The resultant water force has reached

its most forw_rd position in the range of maximum resist-
ance, _ith which moment and trim also roach their maximum

values. The trim is reduced nero or lens by the nosehoavy

moment of the aftorbody in the proportion that the after--
body shares in the lift

The effect of the aftorbody in stages I and II is such

that the curve of the resistance of a forebody towed with-

out aftorbody is the envelope of the curves of combinations

between forebody and afterbody. The more favorable the

supi_ort by the afterbody, the lower the hump, which is shift-
ed toward higher speeds on account of it (and not as a re-

sult of the later formation of the planing condition).

Third__t_ge: The furrow aft of the step has become
so long that the conflux in the plane of symmetry of the

waves coming from the sides of the planing bottom and

bounding the furrow, lies behind the float so that the

roach formed there no longer strikes the afterbody. In

this stage of pure planing, the float at normal trim

touches the water only with a portion of the planing bot-

tom lying forward of the step. As the impact pressure in-

creases, the pressure area becomes shorter and then, since

the wings unload the airplane more effectively, the re-
sultant water force shifts backward and the trim of the

float decreases Toward the end of this stage the natural

trim of the float has continuously decreased to a very

small anglo. By increased pulling up, the float is held
at a mcJdium trim, favorable in relation to the total re-
sistance.

_ourih__t_g_: In the stage before the get-away, con-

tact of the mfterbody with the water spray is unavoidable.
In a float with dead rise, the beam of the bottom becomes

gre_ter than the natural beam of the bottom area under

pressure because of the _mall load remaining, as a result

of which a heavy spray escapes backward (fig. 5) over the
open outer edges of the bottom. To insure a short take-

off the airplane must be pulled up to get-away (_max =

angle of afterbody keel), which increases the effect of

the spray on the afterbody. The tangential contact of

this water _ith the afterbody increases the frictional re-
sistance so much that under certain circumstances the to-

tal resistance equals the propeller thrust despite the

small load left on the water and get-away becomes impos-
sible.
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m__ne control of the projected spray takes place in
the part of the bottom nes r the chines. Systematic tests

hc_ve sho_vn ths_t the water is kept flat when the section

is tur:_ed to the horizontal, _ccording to figure llb, with
not too small e. r_.dius of curvature. With a straight sec-

tion (fig. lla) the water rises high in continuation of

th_:_ diroctlon of the bottom, while with pronounced recur-

vatul'e at the chine (fig. llc) it is directed against the

surface vhero it is reflected at a high angle, Figure 12

shor_s the spray patterns of a model in which the left half

of the _ections were curved downward according to figure

llc, while those of the right half terminated in the hori-

zonteol (fig. llb). The differences in the form of the

spray are readily _een A recurvature at the chine that

goes beyond the horizontal, has a very unfavorable effect

on landing shock (reference 4) and is therefore to be

avoided.

Longitudinal steps of every kind have proved unsuit-

able in s_stematic test_ of _-p_,_ning surf_.ces and models

v_ith respect to resistance; neither do they offer any ad-

w;_ntaTes relative to impact forces.

Dc2th cn_.d Location of Stcp; Angle of Afterbody

The location of a straig;ht afterbody relative to the
furrow formed aft of the stop is determined by the depth

of stop c.nd the angle between forebody o.nd afterbody.

It hrs been established that contact of the stern

with the solid wo_ter behind the furrow at maximum resist-

ance h?_s a fs.vorable effect, while contact of the stern

with the spray in the stage before get-away has an _dvorme
effect.

At maximum resistance, therefore, small depth of stcp

and s_all angle bet_veen forobody _nd afterbody are advc_n-

tagcous, _hilc Just before _ct-%way great depth of step
_nd large angle of aftcrbody keel (forcbody alone: opti-

mum) _.re codvc_ntageous as seen in figure 13, .which presents

the results of model tests _7ith different depths of step

an& c.n:_lcs of afterbody. The results from the forebody

are _.ppendcd as limiting v_lucs,
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Model 0,_ VH a

" 0,3 VH b

" 0,3 VE c

" 0,Z VH d

" 0,_ VE e

" 0.Z V

p_o h of o2

0

0 017 bst

0.05 b st

0,I0 bst

0.05 bst

An/_lo of afterbo_d/f, keel

7°

7o

7o

7°

9,5 °

................... i ...... _--"

The expected decrease in resistance from the floc.t
with gre_,.ter depth of step (limit value: forobody alone)

to the float with zero depth of step appears in the stage
before the maximum.

At maximum resistance the conditions on the stepped

float are as yet the same, But for step depth O, it ap-
pears that the air space in course of formation behind

the break is filled up a_ain from the roar, so that the

gettln_-or-s''_ tep is greatly retarded and the maximum re-

sistance, as a result, increases further. Even if by fur-

thor increase of speed, the planing condition has been
reached the resistances are from t_7o to throe times as

high as for the stopped flo%ts.

In the st_oge before get-away the float with the great-
est depth of stop (el- the forebody alone) shows the low-

est rcsistc_nce, while the float with zero depth of step

is altogether unusable.

A depth of step of from 0.04 to 0.05 bst has proved

sJ%tisfactory. On high-shoed o,irplanes, it is reduced to

0.0,°5 bst in order to reduce the air resistance.

The maximum resistance becomes greater with large an-

gles of afterbody keel, _hile the spray effect falls short-

ly before get-away _nd through it, the rise of resistance

occurring there, is reduced.

Becmuso of the dependence o9 the form of wake on de_d

rise, load, and speed, no generally valid st&toment can be

made regarding the optimum angle between afterbody and

forebody; 7° has proved to be a good average value,
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Naturally, the arguments refer to the ratio:

forobody length_ _, do_1_in__'__ the location of the step.
ovor-_ll length %L

With decreasing %v/$L, the f_vor_blo effect of the after-
body Increases in _t_.ges I and II, while in stage IV, a
l_r_e %v/ZL is desired, in order to reduce the _.rea of

thc o.ftcrbody hit %y the ._pr_y. %v/%L = 0.55 is o_good
vo_luc for flo._ts. For flying boats h_ving aft of the sec-
ond step a tail extension _ith larger angle of keel, the
length of the afterbody (r_eas_'ed tc_ the second stop) may
be shortened to about %v--= 0.65 to favor the forcbody,

%L
if stage IV needs _ reduction in resistance, inasmuch as
the ts_il extension insures amlplo stability by the stern.
%v/%L is the only parameter which, under certain condi_
tions, c_.usos a dlfferentia%ion between float and flying-
boat hull.

V. THE DVL STANDARDFLOAT

The DVL standard float - _ float design evolved on
the foregoing _rguments - is largely patterned after proved
design forms based upon ten years r experience, not only in
problems of resistance but also in problems of strength,
as well as motion characteristics. Needlessly complicating
details, which now _nd again appear in _ single develop-
ment not - or only partially - utilizing the possibilities
of the research, have been loft out.

The need for being able to v_ry the length-beam ratio
%L/%st and the included anglo of dead rise _, to suit a
particular purpose, leads to f_milies of related floats,
for which the investigation must be made on such a wide
range of selected loads, trims, and speeds that for every
suitable position determined in conjunction with an air-
foil, the test values can be obtained by interpolation
within the curve system, providing that no stages already
defined by limiting curves are reached in which the float
becomes unsuitable with respect to resistance or spray
formation. The be_t coordination of the float system to
the airfoil of the project follows on the basis of the
measurements. This method _as suggested by Seewald (ref-
erence 5) used in the E.A.C,A. tank (reference•6), and
further developed by th_ DVL. •
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The design of the six models investigated so far"

$L/bst 6.04

Family A: _ = 140 °

" B: _ = 130°

5819"!9Model la 7

" 17 i 18 1 19

is shown in figure 14 The beam of the model is bst =
O.Z m. The models of a family are developed from the
basic form (smallest _L/bst), by starting at the step
and increasing the spacing of the sections of the fore-
body and afterbody along the keel tangent in the ratio to
the model lengths. Depth of step and angle between fore-
body and aftcrbody rcmain constant for all models. The
rel_t ed models of thc two families are congruent in cen-
ter-line section and plan. The vertical depths of sec-
tion (measured from base of section) are to one another as

1so -
the dead rises tan

2

The models have vertical sides and straight deck.

No attempt was made to glve the upper part of the float
a spe_al form, since discrepancies in the form of the

sides can influence the test data only at the beginning

of the take-off and oven then, only to a negligible ex-

tent. The form of the upper part is lcft to the con-
structor.

VI. METHOD OF TOWING

The ranges in which a float system is to be Investi-

gated are set off:

i)
F = i0,

The speed range is given by the Froudc number
corresponding to an assumed high take-off speed;

2) The load range: The load limit depends upon the

length-beam ratio. It lies at around Cal = 3 for slen-

der floats. The program of investigation contemplates an

increase of the test points at high loads in the zone of

maximum resistance; in contrast, the small loads are in-

vestigated only in the upper speed range. As the investi-

gation proceeds, it can be seen in what direction the
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scheme must be enlarged, so ths_t all important conditions
are included.

3) The range of angle of s.ttack: The minimum re-
sist_.nce of a Planing surface falls between 4o and 6° .
The flG_t system has the tendency to ,9.ssumehigh angles of
attack (up to _ = !0 °) _t m_ximum resistance, and _ith in--
crop.sing speed to &re!0 to _sm_o_l anglos as the result of
the bc.ck_Te.rd shifting of the resultc.nt water force. To
insure o. s_hort take-off, it is pulled up before get-away
to a hi f_hest possible angle. From this it follows that
in the rccion of maximum resistance the angles of from 5°
to II ° c,n_!- in the succeeding stage up to got-away - the
angles of from 8o to 9° m_st be invostig_.ted: steps of 2_
c_ch arc, in genor_l, sufficient.

Presentation of the Resul_s

_K__!f__!2x.- As an example, the test points for
DVL model V at _ = 7° constant _re given in figure 15 in
the form

c_' = f(r)

The points arc so vzell identified in the s_ccompanying leg-
end th_Lt the characterization of the development of the

flow over the model can be obtained from them.

Re__a!st_.n__e_an_. _9_m__nt.- The results are given in fig_

ure 16 in nondlmension_l fern:

W _.nd _ _'{hst

¢ = X Cmh _ bst 4

against F = v
J bst

with the parameter

A

= _ bst 3

v_heroby the moment l_{st, referred to the keel at thc step
c?.n be computed from the moments obtained in the tcst.

Th_s presentation _:_ffords, on the basis of Frontiers l_w of
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model similitude, a possibility of comparison with the re-
sults from other models: If one imagines that the models
to be compared are all enlarged to a unit beam, the speed
v for equal Froude number F is the same, _nd for equal

' the lift A is likewise the sameload coefficient ca ,
so that the glide numbers _ and the moment coefficients
Cmh are directly comparable.

Plotting c = f(_) separately with F as the parame-
ter for ca: as the curve constant, fibre 1V give_, with
car as the ,oarametor a curve of _opt, for which the cor-
responding ¢ is a minimum.

Center of buo_n_z._Ed__X._!iE_____.- The ini-

tial attitude of the float system for any loads and any

position of the center of gravity, is determined from
figure 18 where, in nondimensional form, the horizontal

distnnce Sst of the center of buoyancy ®D from the

step m_d the vertical distance of the water llne above the

keel at the step tst is given as a function of _ with

cn t ms the parameter

Interpolation of the Results

The scope of possible application of the experimen-
tml data is increased if freedom exists in the choice of

length-beam ratio and angle of dead rise within the range

of the families of floats investigated: i.e., if by in-

terpolation of the test data the measurements are equally

applicable to designs with intermediate values of _L/bst

and _. Figures 19 and 20 show for all six models at _ =

9° _ and Cmh = f(F) and at _opt Cmin = f(F) a series

of lo_ds corresponding to a normal float system, which is

' ' (i - 0.01 F 2) a_ f : 1.70, thus
given by ca = Cao Cmo

including all the models.

The curves of the floats of one family as well as the

correlated floats of both families manifest such a similar

course while the differences are so small that the appli-

cation of the results to intermediate values by linear in-

terpolation is justified.
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VII. APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS

Choice of Dimensions

With the size of the float approximately determined
from design requirements, the beam also is determined.
A change in dimensions with regard to take-off resistance
is usually possible only within narrow limits. A control
is set up according to the diagram (fig. 21).

At three critical speeds: for instance, at maximum
resistance, at 0.6 Vstart, and 0.85 Vstar t, ¢ is plotted
_rom the optimum sheet as f(Ca') (at maximum resistance
the envelope curve is taken from the maxima of different
lo_d stages and used with a medium Froude number). The
hydrodynamic load A+ and the air drag W must be doter-
mined approximately for the particular speed stages. It
is then possible from the ¢ values of the above figure
to give m rough course of the water resistance and also of
the total resistance, as in figure 22, for any beam that
may be of interest, from which a suitable beam c_n finally
be definitely determined. The length is checked by repe-
tition for different values of _L/bst.

Coordination of Wings und Flo_t

The problem is so to choose the angle of setting _i
between wing chord and planing bottom that the take-off
occurs mt minimum resistance. The best setting at the
three speed stages named is determined according to fig-
ure 2_. For v = constant (0.85 Vstar t, for example),
wc plot mgminst the anglo of attack of the wing _.

The s.erodynmmic lift
in _liich A+ = G - A:

A o_nd the hydrodyne.mic lift A+,

Then c_ '+ The corro sDonding emin _nd
7 bst

_+ for this I+ curve arc obtained from the optimumopt ca
sheet. From this the _1_.tcr resistance W+ = Cmin A+ is
dcternincd.

, Uhen ti_¢, air resistance W is determined, we have
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_- W+the tot_.l resistance of Wtotal + W, If the minimum
+

of this lies, say, at _I, for which G'opt = a+_, then

(71 = C61 -- C62+.

The degree of freedom to diverge from qlopt for do-

sign reasons, depends upon whether the total-resistance

curve is flat or reveals a distinct minimum The best

setting in the upper speed range is usually quite constant,

but diverges from it more or less at maximum, so that _l
mu_t be averaged.

Position of Center of Gravity

Equilibrium of Moments

For the temporary center-of-_ravity position assumed

in the design, we establish, according to figure 24, for

a sufficient number of speed stages the equilibrium of the
moments between hydrodynamic and aerodynamic total moment

(with the most exact possible consideration of the slip-
stream effect and ground effect) for take-off with neu-

tral elevator and for maximum positive and negative ele-
vator deflection.

In the speed rano_o between m_ximum resistance and

about 0.85vztar t the airpl%ne should have the lowest Dos-

sible total resistance without elevator operation; i.e.,
should tcke off _vith neutral elevntor. At maximum resist-

ance itself, "pushing down" is usually necessary, and in

the upper speed range, of course, an increasing pull-up.

If thc calculation does not give this desired behavior

for the position of thc center of gravity initially as-

sumed, the center of gravity must be shifted relative to

the step and the calculation repeated.

On the basis of the curves of the temporary total re-

sistance for take-off with neutral elgvator and with max-

imum positive and negative elevator deflection, a take-off

specification can now be set up covering the movement of

the elevator for insuring the best take-off.
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VIII. COMPARISONOF THE DVL STANDARDFLOAT*

WITH THE N.A C.A. h,_0DELNO. 35

From the many foreign float designs on which model

test data are available, the N.A.C.A. model No. 85 (ref-

erence 7) stands out for its good resistance characteris-

tics. Figure 25 gives the result of a comp_re_tive test;

is plotted with _ s.s the parameter. Both mod-
e --f(F)
els hc_vo the same length, bee.m, and de_d rise, and were
towcd vith the same load schedule simulating unloading by

wdngs.

Th_ comparison shows that, _t maximum resistance, the
best resistance of the N.A.C.A. floo_t o.t _ = 7 ° is 5 pcr-

cent less, but that sot the h!ghcr angles c_t which _ floc_t
at m_ximum rcsistance actually runs, it is considerably

worse; thc t is, by 1S percent _t _ = 9c, _nd 15 percent

at _ = ll° In pure planing condition the N.A.C.A. model

is considerably inferior at _II _ngles, which cc.n only be

ascribec! to the unfavo-,-mble form given to _he pressure _rem

by the pointed step. The resistance curves do not cross
until speeds shortly before _et-a_Tay, _vhere the small,

high azt<_rbody surface of the _,_.A.C.A model can influ-

ence the resistance favorably bec_use of less wetting.
While tb.o standard float yet allov_ a 7 s setting _nd only

runs on the s_fterbody at 9e, the N.A.C.A. f!os_t n_lready

runs on the atfterbody at 7 ° - a condition which at get-a_To_y

c_m only be rcallzed by h_ving large control surfo_ce mo-
ments mv_ilo.ble. The get-array speed of the }[,A.C.A.
float must therefore be set higher than the ctandard float.

The N.A.C.A. float also sho_s a considerably more unfavor-

able spray p_ttern on accouut of the absence of recurv_-

ture at the chino.

IX. FINAL RE!!_ARKS

The purgose of the development of a good type of
flos_t_ has been attained, as the above mud other compal'i-

sons show. The making of the large number of tests theft

were necessary to make the float generally applicable was
therefore _7orth-while. Ho_Tever, it is not assert_d that

the flo_t will also show the best characteristics in all

dimensions _nd conditions of ]o_d. (Cf. requirements under

d), p. 4. ) Tests r:ith dynamically similar n:odels capc.blo

*From the family C with

tion.

= !50 ° in course of investigc.-
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of flying are in progress so as to ascertain these charac-
terlstics also for the total range of the _tandard float,
since English experiments (reference 8) have proved the
feasibility of such tests and their extension to full size.

As an example of the application of the standard
float, figure 26 shows the Ha 139, a four-engine twin-
float seaplane built by the Hamburg Airplane Corporation
for the Luft Hansa, which is noted for its very short
t_ke-off time and pleasing takc-off and landing charactor-
Istlcs.

Translation by J. A. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Figure 1.- Beam at step of various airplanes against gross weight.
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Figure 3.- Take-off diagram.
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Fish,re 4.- Flow paths and forces at ItaEe I.
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Figure 5.-

Flow paths
and forces

at sta_e IY.
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Figure 9.- Diagram showing
different

curvatures of the forebod_v.
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Figure I0.- Resistance and impact
force against included

angle of dead rise.
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Figure II.- Effect of form
of section on

deflection of spray.
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Figures 6.7.- Comparison of spray of model 0.2 VH (bst 0.2m)

and 0.4 VH (bst O.4m) at the same load 18 kE;
speed 6 m/e, trim 6 deg.

Figure 12.- Deflection of spray:
left half: form of section according to figure llc,

right " . ,, , , ,, " lib.

Figure 26.- Ha 139 built by the Hamburg airplane Co.
for the Lufthansa.
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Figure 24.- Equilibrium of moments.
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Figure 25.- Comparison of DVL standard floats
with the N.A.C.A. model No. 35.




